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For this 14th edition of Meet My Project,
a special selection of innovative objects
in the world of textile and furniture
will be presented in exclusivity with
the most progressive contemporary
designers of Nordic countries, Asia
and South America.
The mission of Meet My Project is
to promote design and contemporary
creativity and unite the various actors
of the design world supporting this
process — designers, publishers,
manufacturers and distributors.
Meet My Project takes place in Paris,
Milan and New York.

Andres Nilson
O

Anna Lotova
Oxymoron Desk
2
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O
Coat rack
Black stained
ash, plywood.
L 550 mm,
W 500 mm,
H 1800 mm.
Sweden

Oxymoron Desk
Upholstered foam,
plywood.
Russia

O is the result of my search for a playful
child-like expression. I wanted to form
a fun and emotionally loaded object
that brings joy and happiness
to everyday life.

W W W. A N D R E S N I L S O N . C O M

Named Oxymoron Desk, the piece
combines two contrasting materials
for its tabletop: two thick layers
of upholstered foam are sandwiched
between a pair of plywood sheets
with curved edges. A sliced opening
along the top plywood sheet exposes
the soft layer underneath, creating
a place where documents and
stationery can be inserted. A side table
can also be added by slipping an extra
piece of plywood between the two
cushioned layers on either side of the
desk. An accompanying lamp can also
be inserted between the layers, or can
be slotted into the top and positioned
at different angles.

W W W. A N N A L O T O V A . C O M

Antoine Tesquier Tedeschi for Hu2
The White Sleen Lighting

Clémentine Henrion
Ein Stein on the beach
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The White Sleen
Lighting
Lamp
Ceramic base
(silica and plaster),
oak and walnut.
L 75 cm, H 59 cm,
W 9.5 cm

Aqua Empyrean
Printed silk cuffs
Ein Stein On The
Beach collection

France

France

The White Sleen is a lighting project
developed by Antoine Tesquier
Tedeschi, hand made in Paris.
First introduced in Sao Paulo during
Antoine’s exhibition at the Conjunto
Nacional, the White Sleen light
was imagined under the concept
of Minimalist Factor. The Minimalist
Factor is not only an aesthetic thought
on a shape, but also the challenge
to minimise environment impact
during product manufacturing. The
design is inspired from the mechanic
principles of weight. The main wood
board to stand by itself, wedged into
the heavy ceramic base. The materials
used are not only ecological (wood,
sand based ceramic) but also coming
from local area. Oak and Walnut come
from France Forest (Burgundy).

The base in made with a bespoke
ceramic recipe using ceramic
plaster and super fine silica from
Fontainebleau, France.

W W W. H U 2 . C O M

Clémentine Henrion is a French
designer based in Paris. She has taken
on many diverse projects and has
professional experience in a variety
of creative spheres including
illustration, costume, jewelry
and set design.
Her versatility is her strength as
she can channel her ideas through
whatever discipline she judges best
suited for a project.
Clémentine Henrion’s creative process
is guided by a continuous meditation
on the human senses, the contemplation
and preservation of joy and excitement
at their sources, from infancy
to adulthood.
Her first collection, Ein Stein On The
Beach, was inspired by Allen Ginsberg’s
poem On Cremation Of Chögyam

Trungpa Vidyadhara, whose words
open a pathway between earth
and sky, visions and sensations.
Each creation was inspired by stories
of extraordinary journeys and
explorations of the earth’s wonders
and meant to feel like a night flight
above beautiful landscapes. The
scarves’ asymmetrical compositions
invite one’s gaze to dive in and
contemplate each detail to gather
the coherence of the whole. Silk
squares turn into fineries, aimed
to adorn the wearer with the beauty
and powers of the (super) natural
world. Designed as protections,
the silk cuffs echo the scarves’
bright motifs.

W W W. C L E M E N T I N E H E N R I O N . C O M

David Hsu
Peliships

Ejing Zhang
Moonrise
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Peliships
Moonrise
Walnut or maple.
Small: H 4 – 3/4 in,
W 9 in, D 2 – 7/8 in.
Medium: H 4 – 3/4 in,
W 12 in, D 2 – 7/8 in.
Large: H 4 – 3/4 in,
W 19 in, D 2 – 7/8 in.

2013
Bamboo weaving,
wrapping threads,
casting and molding,
embroidery, heat
bounding.

US

China

Peliships are wall mounted ledges
designed for those of us who have
rid ourselves of physical books and
magazines in favor of digital media,
leaving behind objects the remind
us of who we are and where we have
been. Currently handmade in USA,
each Peliship is unique and available
in Walnut and Maple; in sizes Small,
Medium or Large, and point in either
direction.

Chinese craftsmanship and ethnical
cultures inspire me to translate
traditional techniques and materials
into manipulated textile designs and
contemporary accessories. The project
is an investigation of design processes
throughout bamboo weaving,
wrapping threads, casting and
molding, embroidery, heat bounding
— various kinds of hand work and
later carried on to digital prototyping
(collaboration with Weilong Xie).
A unique sense of colour is expressed
in the bags and jewelleries.

W W W. D A V I D H S U D E S I G N . C O M

EJINGZHANG.COM

Florian Hauswirth Industrial Craft
Tableware Collection

Frederik Alexander Werner
MeetMyDesk
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MeetMyDesk

Tableware Collection

Danish ash,
nanotechnology
Fenix laminate,
steel.
L 1090 mm,
H 700 mm,
D 120 mm.

Switzerland

Denmark

Industrial Craft is traditional
techniques that were reinterpreted
and recombined in a contemporary
manner to achieve new possibilities.
Complementary shapes as well as
refined color and material transitions
are the most prominent characteristics
of this product family. The Products are
made in collaborations with different
Swiss producers in neighboring
countries. My motivation is to raise
the customer’s awareness for materials
and the production process of things
surrounding us. Craft has a very high
standard in handling materials with
the proper care. This approach results
in more durable and worthy products.
This is how Industrial Craft creates
things that you will get attached to
and that will enrich your everyday life.
FLORIANHAUSWIRTH.CH

MeetMyDesk was created with
the personal workspace in mind.
Below the slidable laminate top,
the desk offers storage possibilities
with its drawer, rooms for paper
and transportable box.
With its small size, MeetMyDesk
is ideal for the office or small home.
The table is designed in solid Danish
ash, nanotechnology Fenix laminate
for a strong durable surface and
a black powder coated steel frame.

W W W. F R E D E R I K W E R N E R . D K

Ignacia Murtagh
Lof Collection

James Stoklund
A utensil is not just a utensil
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Lof Collection
Lick it clean
2012
Tableware collection
Bone China

Tableware
collection

Chile

Denmark

Lof is a tableware collection where
the object is intended to get beyond
its functionality as a diffusor of cultural
meaning. Inspired in ceramic traditions
and spiritual beliefs of the ancient
cultures of native Chile from the Pitren
period (0 – 1200 ad). These objects
resemble ceramic pieces with
archaeological and anthropological
value.
Their white-pure materiality connects
the lof collection to modern life as the
use easily adapts to contemporary
dinning needs. Enhancing globular
and fluid bodies and some of them
with abstract representation of human
and natural shapes; the collection
is developed in fine bonechina.

Everyone knows the feeling of having
a spoon in their mouth or the sound
of a fork against the plate; these are
experiences we have known since
we were born.
I create functional objects for the
tabletop that surprise and manipulate
people’s normal actions or conceptions
to enrich the experience of dining.
I challenge the traditional way we eat
or pick up food but at the same time
consider the food and its consistency
in a playful way.

I G N A C I A M U R TA G H . C L

JAMESSTOKLUND.COM

Johanna Gullichsen
Rug Collection

Jos Blom
Henk
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Henk

Rug Collection

2014
Birch plywood (clear
coated), PET-G,
vacuum formed,
rounded elastic cord.
W 23,5 cm, L 23 cm,
H 53 cm.

Finland

The Netherlands

The Rug collection paints a new
layer onto our lifestyle landscape.
I took inspiration from zooming
into the graphic detail of my interior
fabrics. I played with proportions
and stretched the designs out into
inviting and comfortable surfaces.
The subtle colours — black, honey
yellow and gray — complement
the design.
The patterns, sizes and the reversibility
of the Rugs have been thought through
for use as a centrepiece, side by side
or for a wall-to-wall effect.
I’m proud to pair my design values
with the rich handloom traditions
of Northern India. Skilful weavers
in Sitapur handcraft my flat-weave rugs.
The responsible production uses local
materials, adheres to strict social

accountability standards and holds
several international certificates.

W W W. J O H A N N A G U L L I C H S E N . C O M

Henk is a simple table lamp. The body
of Henk consists of two birch ply parts
that slot together to form a stable
tripod. A colored elastic cord connects
the two white plastic shells to the body.
Through these diffusing shells Henk
gives a soft and comfortable light.
The CNC milled body is fully prepared
for the lamp’s assembly. Cord and
socket have simply been clamped
into their cut-outs. Henk’s low tech
assembly makes replacing a bulb an
easy job. Henk has a big handle on top
to make it easy to move him around.
Table lamp Henk is available
on request. More information
can be found on josblom.nu.

W W W. J O S B L O M . N U

Jouni Leino
Ecobol

Katriina Nuutinen
OMA floor lamp and sonce
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OMA floor lamp
and sconce

2012
Massive recycled
wood, laminates.

Mouth blown glass,
wrought iron.
Light source:
E27 bulb.
H 1300 mm (51.2 in),
W 500 mm (19.7 in),
L 900 mm (35.4 in).

Finland

Finland

Ecobol

Ecobol was designed to express
the beauty of recycled wood.
The bites of wood are glued together
with black colored glue in order to get
the character out of the material.
The massive block is then compressed
between two laminate surfaces and
the form of bowl is carved out.
There are three bowl forms; one big
bowl, four small ones and a ring. Oil
is used to protect the wood. Simple
basic forms are the key factors together
with the naturally beautiful lines
of wood.

The OMA floor lamp and sconce
(oma is Finnish for ”own”) consists
of a wrought-iron base and a glass
cover that has been mouth blown into
a mold. The lamp serie is produced by
handicraft techniques and its structure
is simple, yet clever. These slender
utility articles combines hard and
sturdy iron with delicate and gently
formed glass.
The exquisite design and execution
of the OMA lamp series reflect the
unyielding collaboration between the
designer and various talented artisans,
glass blowers and polishers as well
as iron forgers.
“Own home, own armchair, own book,
own moment.“

W W W. J O U N I L E I N O . F I

W W W. K AT R I I N A N U U T I N E N . F I

Kim Hyunjoo Studio
Saturn vase

Madebywho
Solid Profile
16
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Saturn vase
2013
Natural stone
W 200 mm,
D 200 mm,
H 130 mm.

Solid Profile
Oak, maple,
ash.

South Korea

Denmark

This is a natural stone vase, and
it is designed by getting a motif
from the Saturn that is one of planet
in the universe. The center of gravity
is below the sphere, so it’s not fall
down like a roly-poly toy. In addition,
there is a ring shaped stand in order
to fix and adjust the angle.

Solid Profile is a collection of desktop
trays made from untreated oak, maple
and ash. They are stackable and allow
you to store paper documents, pens,
clips etc. The bottom of the trays
is slightly tilted, giving the stored
objects a direction and creates
a three dimensional impression.

W W W. K I M H Y U N J O O . C O M

W W W. M A D E B Y W H O . D K

Maison Vervloet
Euclide by Jean-François d’Or
Tibou by Quentin de Coster

Marion Chatel-Chaix
1 Tool = 1 Object
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1

Euclide

2

Tibou

Design by
Jean-François d’Or

Design by
Quentin de Coster

1 Tool = 1 Object

Belgium

Belgium

France

1 Euclide by Jean-François d’Or
In geometry, the incircle or inscribed
circle of a polygon is the largest circle
contained in this polygon; it touches
and is tangent to, the all sides.
The center of the incircle is called
the incenter.
2 Tibou by Quentin de Coster
At the confluence between the latest
technologies and ancestral know-how,
TIBOU is the first collection of hardware
for children developed by Vervloet!
The primary function of handles and
knobs is to open a door or drawer,
but kids often divert their uses
by using them as coat racks. When
hanging a jacket or a bag on a door
handle, the object loses its main
function and it becomes difficult even

impossible to open the door.
To account for this duality, all the
elements of the TIBOU collection
present a small hook on their front
face. It gives the child the opportunity
of hanging up what he or she wants
without hampering the opening
of the door or drawer!
In this way, the object is both handy
and educative.

W W W. V E R V L O E T. C O M

Workshop led by designer Tomas Kral
designer and editor PCM Design.
Tools give probably more possibilities
that we can see on the first glance.
The aim of the workshop was
to question what a tool can be.
Tools give probably more possibilities
that we can see on the first glance.
The aim of the workshop was
to question what a tool can be.
Here, the drill.

W W W. M A R I O N C H AT E L . C O M

Michael Neville
Colonial Turd Series (“Rocking Turd”)

Minna Magnusson
The Desk
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Rocking Turd
2013
Cardboard pulp,
maple.
L 15 in (38 cm),
W 13 in (33 cm),
H 15 in (38 cm).

The Desk

US

Sweden

Designer Michael Neville created the
“Rocking Turd” as part of his Colonial
Turd rocker series.
The Colonial Turd series represents
an extensive material exploration
of post-consumer cardboard pulp
and natural dyes. The rockers were
designed as functional play furniture
for young children. Neville’s intent was
to create friendly forms and heirloom
quality products using a common
recyclable material. The sustainable
design of this series is supported
further through the use of natural
dyes and hardwoods indegenous
to North America. Natural dyes such
as indigo, madder root and walnut
were used to create a unique color
for each piece. The rocker exhibited
at Meet My Project Milan 2014 was

not dyed. Neville created this “plain”
rocker to serve as a visual contrast
to his other rockers. This piece
demonstrates the textural beauty
of unaffected cardboard pulp and
reveals the transformative power
of natural dye in the overall series.

MICHAELNEVILLEDESIGN.COM

How can an object; a furniture,
in itself perform an act of resistance;
an articulation of norm criticality?
What responsibility does a designer
have, when creating objects that
are inevitably placed within power
structures such as race, gender
and class?
Furniture, as well as spaces and other
objects, are not neutral but carry
history; descended directions that
generate patterns, layers of inclusions
and exclusions that have been handed
down and formed structures. Bodies
in and around those “trail behind”;
perform alike, execute habitual acts.
The Desk carries out an action
of resistance to these habituations;
against the direction in which bodies
have trailed behind. I wanted to ask

if the desktop itself — and I as the
designer of it — could perform an act
of resistance against these structures,
if the actual shape could be an act
of norm criticality and how such
a form in this case would look like.

MINNAMAGNUSSON.COM

Mr Sheep Studio
Sparkling

Mula Preta Design
Duna loungechair
22
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Sparkling

Duna loungechair

Acrylic
L 50 cm, W 50 cm,
H 50 cm (not include
the hanging part).

Wood, freijó.
H 96 cm, W 92 cm,
D 55 cm / H 37,8 in,
W 36,2 in, D 21,7 in.

Taiwan

Brazil

Inspired by ice made buildings,
the pendent is made by basic acrylic
module and structure like design cause
dramatic refraction. Through the sticks
light would be focused and become
line shapes. Then thousands of junctions
made thousands of highlight points
like sparkling crystal. Modularized
elements have more possibilities
to change into different forms and
even types (table lamp, floor lamp…).

M A N G O - S T U D I O . F L AV O R S . M E

Designed after the organic profile
of dunes surrounding Natal,
the armchair is made of certified
wood, finished with freijó, a typically
Brazilian wood which also casts colour
variances of regional sands. Aside
from being light, this sculptural piece
allies technology and art.

W W W. M U L A P R E TA D E S I G N . C O M

NAIHANLI&Co.
Fold

Pentagono Estudio
Nodo collection
24
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Fold
Nodo chair
Steel,
plywood.

Fiberglass

China

Mexico

Faced with the challenge of taking
her Guangzhou Bienalle 2011 exhibit
to Korea, Naihan hit upon a solution
when she saw residents in Cao Chang
Di using cheap, plastic folding stools.
She applied the same principles to
the display furniture for the exhibit,
allowing her to efficiently pack 70+
pieces of furniture into a small truck.
The original tables and display units
consisted of steel and plywood, but
she has gone on to expand the Folds
series to include a variety of materials
and purposes. Mobile and collapsible,
these pieces are perfect for small
spaces. Their versatility allows
for tremendous convenience, while
Naihan’s collaboration with artists
on more decorative elements has
lent the series a sense of fun.
NAIHANLI.COM

Pentágono is a young firm aimed
at bolstering mexican design to new
levels on contemporary and global
platforms. The studio is composed
of a creative team with backgrounds
in a broad scope of practices such
as branding, art, product, furniture,
graphic and interior design.
The entire universe is shaped from
multiple connections that are arranged
according to their capacity to give
structure. Unison is created between
each contact point to establish
a common balance. From this,
the inspiration for nodo was drawn:
a furniture collection consisting
of a network with numerous
connections that generate its
structure and geometry.
Nodo takes the essence from the classic

piece of furniture and transforms it
into a dynamic object completely made
out of fiberglass. The interwoven fibers
were not only designed to function
as a structural component but to allow
the piece to behave as a membrane
through which communication between
the environment and its context is
encouraged. Instead of a solid surface
piece, this product has an open
aesthetic, displaying its content in
an honest manner while using little
material and maintaining high
structural resistance.
Thus far, the Nodo collection consists
of a series of tables, bookshelves,
and lamps.
The mexican firm will be introducing
the nodo “chair” for the first time
at Meet my project Milano 2014.

W W W. P E N TA G O N O E S T U D I O . M X

Takashi Ifuji
Rin Rin

Tanner Slade
Tubular Lamp
26
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Rin Rin

Tubular Lamp

Black Walnut
or White Oak.
W 60 mm, H 60 mm,
L 100 mm.
4 peaces
(each woods EC
× 2 peaces)

2014
Tubular Lamp
Beaker glass
L 80 cm, ø 12 cm
(large).
L 50 cm, ø 8 cm
(small).

Japan

US

Rin Rin is a three-dimensional curved
desktop sculpture made from wood.
It consists of two rings like a Möbius
loop. It rolls smoothly on the desktop
because the distance from the center
of gravity remains constant and
so the object. Therefore, it makes
you feel refreshed and relaxed when
you are tired and under stress. It was
designed with 3D CAD software and
engraved with CNC Milling Machine.

W W W. I F U J I D E S I G N . J P

Tubular brews a concoction of light
that trickles into whatever space
it occupies. Made from Scientifically
blown glass it is seemingly perfect.
A clever expanding stopper allows
for no visible or destructive hardware
that could mare the glass thus keeping
it pure.

W W W. TA N N E R S L A D E . C O M

Wik & Walsøe
Lys
27

Lys
Minimugge
Norway

Lys, Tableware
Lys is made of the finest bone china.
The porcelain is characterized by
an amazing translucency, shiny and
precious look. Tableware in bone china
is fine tableware for the big occasions.
Our bone china is decorated with real
gold and therefore can not be put
in the microwave or oven. The pattern
of LYS is inspired by the sun and
moonlight hitting the snow, forming
beautiful sparks and glittery effects.

wine, champagne, beer and water.
The shape of the glass is simple,
organic and generous, the delicate
design a mere whisper on the glass.
Dugg is the Norwegian word for dew.

Dugg, Glassware
Beautiful tableware deserves to be
accompanied by beautiful glassware.
Wik & Walsøe are therefore proud
to present a new exciting chapter in
their design story: Dugg is an elegant
range of glassware for red wine, white
WIK-WALSOE.NO
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